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Fire officials
suspect arson
Pyromaniac may be to blame
elusion, Madigan said, patterns developing in the investigation point to
a pyromaniac a person with an
uncontrollable urge to see things
burn.
Investigators still have not determined what kind of suspect is responsible for the blazes, which consumed six buildings, left four people
injured, and amassed more than
$250,000 in damages within a twohour period early Wednesday morning.
It is not unusual for pyromaniacs
to start a rapid succession of fires
within a small area of a city, Madigan said.
"A pyromaniac could easily have
done it," he said. "It’s the same
Thomas Tutko, modus operandi (means of operaSJSU psychology professor tion)."
Investigators are following leads
on four possible suspects, but Madigan would not comment on any of
them.
Officials originally suspected a
said SJFD Capt. Dennis Madigan.
-We don’t know of anything definite convicted arsonist convicted in 1987
yet, but we’re leaning more toward for deliberately setting several fires
the lines of a pyromaniac type of after receiving erroneous reports that
he had been released. Madigan said.
person.
"We look for patterns. There are Further investigation revealed that
six or seven different psychological suspect was still in state prison.
Many factors could figure into a
profiles. We see if a pattern fits."
Although there is no positive con - pyromaniac s desire to see things

By E. Mark Moreno
staff writer
San Jose Fire Department officials
are investigating an arson onslaught
near SJSU to determine what those
left homeless by the Wednesday
morning fires might be wondering:
Who would do such a thing?
"The investigation is ongoing,"
Daily

’Somewhere in the
past, excitement is
tied to fire.’

Brian Baer - Special to the Daily

San Jose firefighters use chainsaws to cut ventilation holes in the
burn, according to Thomas Tutko,
an SJSU psychology professor. He
explained some of the factors that
drive a person to burn for pleasure.
"Somewhere in the past, excitement is tied to fire," he said. "Usually when they’re children."
This happens when fire is associated with power and ta( Mg control. Tutko said. Some :irldren re -

roof of a

home damaged by Wednesday’s predawn fire

lain that feeling when something in added. He cited conimoti sexual altheir experience reinforces the fire - lusions such as "hot" and "turned
excitement. This can often take the on" as examples.
form of "incredibly intense sexual
Late Wednesday, lab technicians
excitement. were still trying to determine the
"Starting fires becomes a way of makeup of a substance dropped nem
having that which is needed. but not one of the fires by a boy riding a hi
met." he said.
cycle The boy eluded police
For many, fire symbolizes "pasInvestigators are still inlets iewing
:aon and sex out of control.- Tutko witnesses and victims. Aladigan

said, but police and tire authorities
-haven’t ruled amdhing out" in the
way ot other mon \ es. such as terrorism.
A $500 ieward is being offered for
information leading to the arrest and
conviction (it the pets ii oi people
responsible Anonymous tips can he
phoned in to tho Sill) hotline. 27 ARSON

Proposition will place tougher restrictions on athletes
By Phillip Best
Daily staff writer
Idealism and practicality have
been thrown into the ring to battle it
out, and Charles Whitcomb is caught
in the middle.
On the ballot at the January
NCAA convention was Proposition
43, coauthored by Whitcomb. SJSU
faculty athletic representative.
The measure was designed to re-

ward student athletes who, after entering college with substandard academic credentials, prove themselves
academically competent. The proposition failed.
Also on the ballot was Proposition
42. which places tougher academic
restrictions on student athletes. It
passed narrowly, and is scheduled to
go into effect in August 1990.
Ironically, if Prop. 42 had passed.

which Whitcomb voted for. it %you’d
have rendered Prop. 43 invalid.
Confused?
So are a lot of people around the
country. and the controversy surrounding Prop. 42 has rekindled the
ongoing debate over the fusion of
athletics and academics.
’My bottom line is to always
keep in locus that our mission at the
. iii terms of nut% rug stu-

dents closer to graduation and maintaining is ademic integrity . is very
important to me... Whitcomb said.
In adherence to that ideal, SJSC
was the only school in the Big West
Conference to \ its’ in rawn ot prop.
42. which eliminates the "partial
qualifier- loophole.
The current rule addressing eligib
lity. Prop. 48, requires a II (11’Aiii
II high school core Limn, Mimi

Current rain storm may be ’drop in bucket’
Students, faculty
welcome wet weather
By Andrew H. Charming
Daily staff writer
Umbrellas are once again a valuable commodity at SJSU.
Rain, usually cursed and considered a hindrance, is falling to the delight of grateful, drought -weary students. faculty, and staff.
"Normally I don’t like rain that
much.- said Mark Horn, a senior
majoring in marketing. "Today I
was hoping it would rain."
With water cutbacks on the honzon and the prospect of spending another summer out of Dante’s "Inferno." some SJSU pupils are
having a change of heart toward wet
walks to class.
"Santa Clara Valley is going to be
like hell unless it rains until April,"
said Riccardo Ippolito. a senior majoring in business.
"I heard on the news about a business that is going to paint its lawns
green instead of planting grass in
order to survive the new water ordinances.- he added.
Unfortunately, even if it rains all
weekend, the current storm is merely
a drop in the bucket, said Donald
Aitken, chairman of the SJSU environmental studies department.
"We have to have an extremely
wet month of eight to ten inches of
rain to have any kind of effect on the
drought." Aitken said.
National
the
to
According
Weather Service, this year’s rainfall
2.9
is
down
for downtown San Jose
inches to date from last year’s total,

and 4.6 inches below normal levels.
"It is unlikely we will get anything close to the amount of rain we
need," Aitken said.
Members of the athletic department are concerned about the playing fields, which will be left vulnerable by the current water shortage.
"When they have the truck -pull in
May at Spartan Stadium. we could
have a big problem related to the dry

inc.,
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42. students who
don’t meet both criteria don’t receive
their athletic scholai ships

"We ie sending messages Iris 1. lii
the high schools that students should
aspire to both as adenik .otena.said Rand \ Holtman. SISt athletic
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Partisan feuds divide
A.S. Board members
allot’, and pei
.,,(1 McCarthy . %kilo

By Shelby Grad
rated
They tried. hut lie
Students Board of Dire,
keep election politics iiLit iii its meeting Wednesday.
A verbal exchange hen% een tom
board members erupted ;Mei
i/ed
I
President Terry M (
some unnamed candidates ii ncg
ative campaigning.
The feud brings to the surface the
issue of partisanship and alleged favorable treatment of members of the
Responsible Alliance (REAL) party
at board meetings
This is becoming an ugly cam
Strategies include colon
paign

,[1
altto the it I

I\ ,hat iman
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sty he has
heat,’ chat ge, oi
\
lacisin and
.1..1111.0 riididates
drug use lc
in the campaign
"These chat des ate absolutely absurd and I hope ’.se begin hi, using
Oh the ’,silk,.
\
In an
%m’.s after the meeting.
Ii:(’artliv said he didn’t knov, the
identity ot the 1)ei soil ho made the
comments
"I
don’t
knou
the gm ’s
natlie . . . he %seal, a hat and is eith
the Spartan Rex Ri x%
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Students receive training

ippolfto,

SJSU student

By Elena M. Dunivan
writer
Because of intense publicity. the
public hears a lot about AIDS and its
prevention. so much that many pen.
pie think they’ve heard all there is to
know.
Surgeon General C Everett Koop
warns about using condoms. News
reports describe the symptoms of the
disease. Researchers say there is no
known cure yet
But there’s another side
peei
support and education
In an effort to promote this support and education for the SJSU
campus, members of the Strident
Daily staff

dirt," said Marshall Clark, assistant
athletic director.
Of the possible drought remedies
being considered by water authorities, using the "other water" that
comprises two-thirds of the planet
Earth is still too expensive, said Les
Rowntree, professor of geography at
SJSU.
"I wouldn’t put a dime toward desalinization (purifying ocean water)
until Southern California starts conserving water," he said.
See RAIN, back page

that %eau tat eligthilit%

Daily stall writer

’Santa Clara Valley
is going to be like
hell unless it rains
until April.’
Riccardo

classes, and an SAT score ot 700. Of
an ACT score tit IS FhWtei.e? it
one of these re
students Meet
quirements. ihex mav he admitted as
partial qualitieis
s them to own.
This status
tain then Millen, ,.holarships. and
eies them a %cal to meet the tea
demi. requirements But the are not

Mike Dallerner

Daily stall photographer

Scott Gray, an SjSII senior, takes advantage of the wind from the current storm. "The wind teaches you patience," he said.

Health Ad’. ism\ Committee v.ill le cove training twin the San Francisco AIDS I mutilation to hecotoe
peer All)" eitn, ills ii
-Fwei e 1,0,1,1, "ill attend this
tine

ti cut
SHAC is a

committee representing the student \ uric e in matters concerning Student Health Services and
current health issues, according to
Stanley W0111. diteiltir of the department Both \A (ail and Gerald Brody,
interim dean 14 student set% ices, are
responsible
listening to the c
mittee directed by students Nat Motayar and I )0ii Kirtland.
Sec AMS. back page
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Safeguard airplanes

Campus Voice

View on Middle East
Raja Fattaleh is a senior studying molecular
biology at SJSU.
Two weeks have passed since I was in
Sacramento as an elected delegate at the California
Democratic Party State Convention. These two
weeks have given me time to reflect on the
proceedings. A more exciting and extraordinary
event occurred other than electing former
Governor Jerry Brown as State Chair. The
Palestinian -Israeli peace issue was raised and
debated on the floor of the state convention.
In the past, discussion on this topic was
squashed. Nothing was heard, despite efforts by
Arab-American Democrats to raise the issue by
following correct party procedures. At this
convention, what we as Arab-American Democrats
tried to do was move the California Democratic
Party forwardenough to proclaim there should
be mutual recognition of both peoples right to a
secure homeland.
The Arab -American Democratic Clubs of
California presented a resolution which resolved:
"That the California Democratic Party
recommends that the United States help to end the
impasse in the Middle East by adopting a policy
which supports the Palestinian people’s right to
self-determination and independent statehood; and
which supports Israel’s existence and security
within internationally recognized borde,
At the convention, the opposing forces,
including members of the Party’s Resolution
Committee, introduced a replacement resolution to
reaffirm the current platform, thereby
circumventing our resolution. The opponent’s
resolution asked that Israel, the United States, and
the Palestinians begin a dialogue on this issue.
Our resolution was not radical in its substance.
Worldwide U.S. foreign policy calls for
democratic freedoms and liberation. Why not in
the Middle East? Just as we Americans cherish
and would fight for life, liberty, and justice, so do
the Palestinians.
On the convention floor, in order to insure
debate, we introduced a friendly amendment to the
opposition’s resolution. Our amendment supported
a dialogue among the United States, Israel, and the
Palestinians with "a goal of reaching a just,
political resolution to the conflict in the occupied
territories, based on principles of securing mutual
recognition, and fundamental human rights."
In a hushed atmosphere, the convention floor
was packed with delegates listening intently to the
debate. Despite some confusion among the
delegates, our amendment received at least 40
percent of the vote; subsequently, our opponent’s
"reaffirmation of the platform was passed.
Despite the refusal of the California Democratic
Party to mention "self-determination" and
"Palestine" or "Palestinians" in the same passage,
the current platform calls for "self-determination
for all peoples" as a general principle. I look
forward to the day when Palestinians arc treated
accordingly.
A Republican administration has moved
forward to begin discussion with the PLO.
Amcncans need to move forward to proclaim that
enough blood has been shed on both sides and that
we need dialogue, not delay. The only long-term
peaceful and just solution to the daily tragedy in
the Middle East is an independent Palestinian state
alongside a secure Israel. Support Palestinian
statehood now.

l*Ttters *Saw 14111111Mill
Republican appeal
Editor,
As president of the San Jose
State College Republicans, I am
publicly urging all students to
strongly consider voting for the
various independent candidates in
this year’s A.S. elections.
The progress of our campus has
been stifled by the self-serving
political machine known as the
REAL party. The student
government has a singular
responsibility of serving the needs
of the students it represents. Has the
REAL party lived up to this
responsibility? I say no.
The REAL party exists to serve
the needs of only one master: itself.
Many of the REAL party candidates
appear to be involved for strictly
egotistical reasons. Other REAL
candidates are involved for strictly
future political reasons and
aspirations. Why can’t the REAL
candidates be involved because they
actually are concerned about
making our school better for the
students?

100W courses was held during
winter break. This was an additional
administration of the test. Students
expecting to enroll in 100W in
Spring 1989 could have taken the
test at either the Aug. 20 or Oct. 15,
1988 administrations. The next test
administrations are scheduled for
April 15 and July 29.
For further information, students
should contact the Testing and
Evaluation office.
Dr. Denise E. Murray
WST Coordinator

Wood you stop?
Editor,
I anticipate the Associated
Students wiil approve a campus based recycling program. They
should.

"Aya, this is Rushdie. I got a
message that you’re looking for
mc. Give me a call in London and
we’ll do lunch or something. I got a
new book for you to read, it’s a
scream. Ciao!"
(Beep!)
"Khomeini, Shevardnadze here.
We spoke last week about your
plan to destroy United States. If
still interested, give me a call at
summer home in Moscow. By the

Fair enough, but what really
bothers me is that this same selfserving, politically posturing,
"party" is nailing their propaganda
to neighborhood trees.
It is more than ironic that the
REAL dominated A.S. Board of
Directors should attempt to claim
affinity
with
the
few
environmentally conscious students
and student organizations on
campus. It is deceptive and
irresponsible, given their brazen
attack on our neighborhood’s trees.
I assume the Responsible
Alliance has a permit to nail their
sign to telephone poles around
campus.
They have given notice to all the
other candidates that these
telephone poles are off limits.
Placing a sign on a telephone pole
would be a violation of local codes
without such a permit.
Thus, the REAL party has
guaranteed themselves exclusive
exposure.
So why nail their sign to a tree?
An environmentally conscious
and concerned REAL party has no
excuse for nailing their propaganda
to trees. I expect more from such a
dominant, incumbent political party.

A survey by the Student
Affiliation for Environmental
Respect of 550 SJSU students
demonstrates broad support.
Ninety-three percent of those
students surveyed favor such a
program.
Once again, please take the time
The REAL dominated A.S.
to become informed. Find out about Board of Directors should easily
the independent candidates. These approve this plan. Approval of this
candidates are not a rubber stamp, program will serve to position the
they will work for, and with, REAL party as environmentally
students to carry SJSU into an conscious and concerned.
improved future.
Their approval, of course, will
Scott Burston
Junior have nothing to do with the
Political Science upcoming election. It will not be
politically motivated.
REAL should refrain from nailing
Certainly not. No way!
For your information
posters to trees in this election and
Political? What’s that?
in any future elections they
Election? When?
Editor.
Political considerations by the particpate in.
In his letter Tuesday, Brian Baer political machine which has
Paul A. Archibald
expressed concern that the Writing dominated the past three A.S.
Senior
Skills Test required for entry into elections?
Advertising

Leave message at sound of tone
Life in the Middle East has
bccome so fast paced in the last
year that residents do not have the
time to answer every telephone
call.
Car bombings and American
flag burnings can fill up an entire
day. Many have resorted to the use
of answering machines to handle
the great amount of calls they
receive while they’re gone. One
such popular person is funny man
Ayatollah Khomeini.
Let’s listen in on an average day
of messages.
"Hi, this is Aya, supreme ruler
and self-appointed babysitter of the
Muslim world. I can’t come to the
phone now. I’m out hunting
Rushdie. Please leave your name
and number and where you’re
hiding, and I’ll have you
assassinated as soon as it is
convenient. Have a nice day!"
(Beep!)

Mere coincidence. The election
is at least a week away. Incumbents
don’t have advantages. Look at
Congress...

Steven Mushl
way, in answer to other question,
my sister said she’ll only go out
with you if you shave beard. Bye."
(Beep!)
"Hey, Bud. This is Khadafi. I’ve
been reading about these gangs in
Los Angeles, man. They’re tough!
We should get together with ldi
Amin and Arafat to start our own
gang. Yassir could be in charge of
the pieces, you get us some colors
and I’ll think up a name. How does
Killer Cuz sound? Stay casual."
(Beep!)
"Mr. Khomeini, this is Tom
Landry, ex -coach of the Dallas
Cowboys in the United States. I’m
looking for a job now and I
understand Winnie Mandela has a
football team that needs a new
coach. If you could put in a good
word for me, I sure would
appreciate it. I’m a real
disciplinarian with the kids and I
know I could turn them into a

winning team. Thank you for your
consideration."
(Beep!)
"Aya, this is Sen. John Tower. I
got your number from my good
friend, George Bush. I hope you
don’t mind me calling. I’ve been
watching you lately on T.V. and
you look real tense. You need to
unwind, pal. I was wondering if
you would like to pick up a Strohs
15 -pack and cruise with me for
chicks. You can reach me at my
good friend, George Bush’s place.
(Beep!)
"Khomeini, the Shah here. I
know I’ve been dead a while but I
was wondering if you had seen my
son. He doesn’t come around to see
me anymore.Itybu see him, let
him know I want to speak to him.
Are you watering the plants?"
(Beep!)
"Aya, honey, Margaret Thatcher
. You’ve got to get Rushdie out of
my apartment. Th
nbman
oo is a slob.
Besides, I read hi
kthe man
is too intense. l’ ’ elling him this
afternoon, before tea. You pick him
up tonight. By the way, what’s this
I
hear
about
you
and
Shevardnadzc’s sister? You can just
forget about Saturday night."
Click!
Yep, life moves pretty fast these
days.
Steven Musil is a Spartan
Daily staff writer.

human tragedy is pleasant, but the
No
ones that could have been prevented
gnaw at you even more.
United Airlines Flight 811 was en route
from Honolulu to Australia when part of
the fuselage tore off 22,000 feet over the
Pacific Ocean.
As a nation we cannot tolerate
commercial airliners that are not up to
safety standards.
This particular Boeing 747 was 19
years old, but most people don’t commute
in a 19-year-old car.
The military is constantly updating its
aerial arsenal. The Stealth bomber, each
costing in the millions of dollars, is an
example of the Air Force’s most current
aircraft.
We cannot accept the fact that our
government will dish out these enormous
amounts of money and then show little
indication of wanting to help the carriers
buy new planes.
Fiscal conservatives who advocate
government’s "hands off’ policy toward
private business had best take a second
look because the commercial airline
industry is like no other.
Mistakes cost lives. And when it’s a full
747, many, many lives.
Abrainchild of the Reagan
administration was the deregulation
of the airline industry. At the time,
this action appeared favorable to the
consumer. Remember People’s Express
and the $99 flights to New York City?
Now because of other increasing costs
(jet fuel, for example) flights are not any
cheaper before the deregulation.
But according to some industry experts,
deregulation has now forced the carriers
to cut back on voluntary maintenance
programs in order to stay competitive.
So let me spell out that "logic" for you.
Save money by cutting back on
maintenence, only to have a plane lose a
wing, kill scores of people, and face
clozens of lawsuits.
Even if the carriers did not care about
the loss of life, the dollars lost in litigation
would warrant their undivided attention.
The money the airlines would have to pay
to families and lawyers would far exceed
those extra maintenance costs.
far exceed those extra maintenance costs.
If a car is defective, the company orders
a recall; you bring it into the dealer and
get it fixed.
I’m sure that when part of the roof blew
off an Aloha Airlines jet last April or
during the latest incident last week the
pilots of those two jets were not thinking
of pulling a U-turn back into the hangar to
have Mr. Goodwrench look under the
hood.
Even if the old jets are taken out
tomorrow, you can’t recall the lives of the
nine passengers last week who were either
sucked into the engine or who hit the
Pacific at 120 miles per hour.
Zac Shess is the Layout Editor.
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ELECTION ’89

A report on the candidates’ road to victory

Forum highlights need for teamwork

CANDIDATES
FOR A.S. ELECTION ’89

A.S. candidates stress student awareness, participation, cooperation
By Mary R. Callahan
Daily staff writer
Themes of teamwork and open
communication between the Associated Students and the SJSU community dominated the Candidate
Forum presented in the Student
Union Thursday.
Candidates addressed the importance of increasing student awareness and participation in A.S. activities and the need for cooperation
between student officers, campus
administrators and the California
State University trustees.
Until now, the campaign has been
focused largely on political disagreements between Responsible Alliance candidates and independents.
three of whom are former REAL
members.
The event, organized by the A.S.
Election Board, featured candidates
for A.S. president. vice president.
director of students rights and responsibilities and director of California state affairs.
The election board chose candidates running for these offices because they are considered the most
criticial posts in the Associated Students, though they are not necessarily the most controversial races in
the election, said Jim Cellini, A.S.
adviser.
Meredith Moran, assistant to the
dean of student services, Darin Medeiros, a representative of the InterResidence Hall Association. and
Lisa Hannon. Spartan Daily news
editor, asked questions of the candidates.
Dave Worthington, a coach for
the campus debate team, served as
forum mediator.
Although candidaies referred to
political differences during the question and answer period they frequently expressed common goals

and philosophies. Both presidential
nominees desire a positive, progressive approach to student government.
Jennifer Jo Kessler urged forum
observers to look forward to positive
goals such as the opening of the Rec
Center. extension of the light rail
system to SJSU, increased retention
of minority students and improvment
of student services.
Child care is the most important
issue, said Kessler. director of student rights and responsiblilites and
the REAL party’s presidential nominee. Development of a new child-

President

ingness to work with faculty on the
parking fee issue, said current director of sponsored programs and presidential nominee.
Santandrea’s secondary focus was
raising money for the proposed
childcare facility.
Ron Lynch. REAL’s candidate for
vice president. will bring highly developed communication skills and
team leadership to the office, he
said.
His experience as the president’s
designee to the A.S. budget committee, the university athletic board and
the fountain committee have taught

and focused instead on making SJSU
safe, combatting widespread substance abuse and improving housing
for single stuJents.
"Student housing is being wiped
out here in San Jose because of gentrification and downtown redevelopment," he said.
Only a small percentage of SJSU
students have families, he said. The
A.S. needs to shift its focus away
from family housing and toward the housing needs of single students, he
said.
Cid Galindo and Gina Sutherst.
both independent candidates for di
rector of students rights and responsibilities, and Yogi Chugh. the
REAL Party’s nomination for the
post, all said they wanted to work directly with students in order to better
address their needs.
The A.S. has become "an entity
away from the students," Galindo
Yogi Chugh,
said.
Student officers need to talk diExecutive assistant to the A.S. vice president
rectly with students to find out what
their concerns are and to enlist their
support for A.S. proposals dealing
care facility will increase student re- him how to work as a team player. with child care, parking, housing,
tention and improve the campus he said.
and Rec Center cost overruns.
environment for all students.
Though he has never been elected
"I think it’s lithlime all students
She has already attended several to office, Lynch can handle the re- get involved," said Chugh, execmeetings between A.S. members sponsibilities of the vice presidency, utive assistant to the A.S. vice presiand SJSU President Gail Fullerton.
said the current assistant to the vice dent.
The road has been paved for im- president.
As director tOtudents rights and
proved communication between stu"I can do them," he said. "I’m responsibilities_he would work clodents and university administrators. doing them now."
sely with the directors of commuKessler said.
Both vice presidential candidates nications and personnel. as well as
Independent Scott Santandrea said are competent enough to do the job. the A.S. public relations departthe conflict -oriented attitude of the said Jim Walters, an independent ment, to increase recruitment of
this year’s administration should be candidate for vice president and cur- committee members from among the
replaced by a renewed willingness to rently director of academic affairs.
student body, he said.
What the A.S. needs is a solutionnegotiate. The board’s recent atStudents’ rights have been netempts to resolve Rec Center dis- oriented vice president who is motiputes through legislative channels vated by concern for students, he glected in the past because of a sixmonth vacancy in the director’s positypify "the tactic that we need to said.
take." he said.
Walters departed from many of tion, Sutherst said.
Her primary goal is promotion of
He also hopes to see a greater the issues other candidates discussed

Director 91 Ethnic
laits.

Jennifer Jo Kessler (R)
Scott Santandrea (I)

Andrew G Flores (I)

Vice President

Director of Intercultural
Affairs

Ron Lynch (R)
Jim Walters (I)

Jennie Reyes (R)

Controller

Director of
Traditional Minority
Affairs

Mimi Amutan(R)
Gregory J. Eissner (I)
Patrice Fusenig (I)

Melissa M Outchart (R)

Academic Senator

Director pl Personnel

Natalie L. Wells (R)

Karen A. Patterson (R)
Jeff Realini (I)

Director gl Academic
Affairs

Director Sponsored
Programs

Rod Diridon, Jr. (R)
Scott Lane (I)

David A. Martinison (I)
Tim Morley (I)

Director oj Business
Affairs

’I think it’s high time all students get
involved.’

Director Student Rights
and
Responsibilities

David Lewis (R)
Gabriel Miramontes (I)

Yogi Chugh (R)
Cid Galindo (I)
Gina Sutherst (I)

Director of California
State Student Affairs
Dave Fuller (I)

Director gl Student
Services

Director gi
Communications

Ke..in L. Hell(l)
Dana M. Jones (R)

Susie Layman (I)
Arneze Washington (R)

Director p_f Community
Affairs

R=Responsible Alliance
IS Independent

Lynn Christine Bachelor (R)
Beckie Six (I)

he office itself, so that students will
know they have an official liaison to
represent them before the campus
ombudsman and the university administration.
In the 1990’s, no student should
have to accept harrassment of any

-Spartan Daily Graphics
kind. Sutherst said.
If elected, she will provide assistance in fighting sexual harrassment,
grade discrimination and random
drug testing of students, she said.
’Students have the right to be
heard,’’ she said.

Students discover different styles; policies remain similar
By Shelby Grad
Daily staff writer
The candidates who spoke at the
election forum Thursday found differences in style and direction rather
than policy and ideology.

Child care, affordable off-campus
housing, increased mass transit, and
an Associated Students that vigorously moves to protect students’
rights were issues all candidates at
the forum supported in one way or
another.
It was the style of leadership
whether it should be tough-minded
or spontaDisagreements and dissention oc- or diplomatic. organized
that caused the most friccurred at the forum, but candidates neous
scented to spend most of their time tion.
REAL party members stressed the
supporting and talking about many
need for an A.S. team spirit in solvof the same concepts and issues.
; What may emerge is a campaign ing problems and providing effective
based on the character and methods leadership.
"I have had a lot of practice as a
of the Associated Students as represented by either the independents team player." said REAL Vice PresOr Responsible Alliance (REAL) idential candidate Ron Lynch of his
experience as an executive assistant.
party viewpoint.

It was procedural issues where the two
sides found the hottest disagreements.

Analysis

The two unsuccessful lawsuits
filed by the AS.. a central point of
criticism by independents, were defended by REAL candidates as the
only way student rights could be protected.
"We take a hard line when representing students," said REAL
Presidential candidate Jennifer Jo
Kessler.

As for the charge that the REALdominated A.S. is too confrontational and always ready to pick a fight.
party candidates stressed the recent
sports team elimination agreement
reached with SJSU President Gail
Fullerton.
"I like Dr. Fullerton." Kessler
said. "We can work as a team."
The independents, because they

SpartaGuide
TODAY
Catholic Newman Community:
Daily Lenten mass, Tenth and San
Carlos Streets. For more information
call 298-0204.
Career Planning & Placement:
laterviewing for civil engineers.
4:30 p.m.. S. U. Loma Prieta Room.
tor more information call 924-6033.
lover Planning & Placement:

Interview preparation for foreign
born), 4 p.m., Sign up in Business
Classroom Room 13. For more information call 924-6033.
Re-entry Program: Brown Bag
Lunches. noon, S. U. Pacheco
Room. For more information call
,924-5930.
Association:
Student
India
Bowling social. 2 p.m., S.U. Games
Area. For more information call

446-3042.
SJSU Folk Dance Club: International folk dance class and participation. 8 p.m.. Spartan Complex
Room 89. For more information call
293-1302 or 257-6369.
Spartan Tennis Club: Weekly
tennis lessons. 2:30 p.m.. Park Center Tennis Courts. For more information call 293-2451.
Theatre Arts Department: Premiere -The Duck Sisters, 8 p.m.,
Studio Theatre -Hugh Gillis Hall

Room 103. For more information
call 924-4555.

are not bound together by a common
platform of issues, were less organized in their message.
The agreement over major issues
may be attributed to the fact that two
of the four independent candidates at
the forum
presidential candidate
Scott Santandrea and vice presidential candidate Jim Walters
are
former REAL members.
However, a common theme of
dissatisfaction with the REAL style
prevailed.
Santandrea,
who complained
about a perception that all the A.S.
does is sue people, urged voters to
look at individual candidates and not
rely "on the coattails or the facade"
of the REAL party.
Commucation between executives
and the board was Santandrea’s solution for more effective leadership.
In the vice presidential race. Walters talked more of a vision of what
SJSU could he and stresed the issues
of crime and drug addiction. These

are two areas he says REAL has
been lax in addressing.
Still. Walters conceded that he
and l.ynch’s views are similar. "Our
style here is important.’ he said.
Even the independents with no
A.S. experience
director of student rights and responsibilities candidates Cid Galindo and Gina Suagreement
therst found
iv ith
REAL’s Yogi Chugh on many issues
including sexual harassment and
campus security.
It was procedural issues where the
two sides found the hottest disagreements.
Sutherst criticized REAL for not
filling the student rights directorship
for six months last year.
Galindo said he would break the
tearn elimination accord and go public with any information he learned
about the possible discontinuation of
a sports team.
"That’s a kind of gag order." he
said of the rule

:IMAN

urrimare
COGUnt

Women’s Softball: Versus Nevada -Reno, I p.m.. Police Athletic
League Stadium. For more information call 924 -FANS.
Theatre Arts Department: The
Duck Sisters. 8 p.m., Studio
Theatre -Hugh Gillis Hall Room 103.
For more information call 924-4555.
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GRANDE PIZZERIA SPECIAL OFFER
ONE TIME ONLY
Grande is giving you the
best prices on delicious
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Medium 2 item pizza $7.00
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SPORTS

Former Spartans’ struggle for the gold with Golddiggers
By Daniel Vasquez
Daily staff writer
Gold was found at SJSU. Three nuggets to be
exact.
The San Jose Go!diggers began another season of
profession volleyball with three SJSU graduates:
Christa Cook, Teri DeBusk and Barbara Higgins.
Although these women are each outstanding athletes, their personal stories are quite different from
those of other professional athletes. They cannot
financially afford to live off the income of their chosen sport.
These women have made a temporary commitment
to a fledgling organization, each sacrificing careers
and educational goals, while doing their part to make
sports history.
With the opening of its third season in February,
Major League Volleyball becomes the longest-lived
women’s professional team sports league.
In a move to avoid potentially ruinous financial
competition among the teams, team owners have
agreed to pay all players the same base salary of
S5,000. As a result, most players hold other jobs and

(Above) Former SJSU players
Christa Cook and Barbara Higgins
block an attempted kill by the
Portland Spikers. (Right)Higgins,
Cook and Teri DeBusk have
sacrificed personal careers for
athletic pursuits. (Above right) Cook
and DeBusk position at the net
against Portland.

Photos by Mark Studyvin

Reggie
Burton

Proposal 42 misses mark
Proposal 42. is a classiL Lase ol Ow punishment not fitting the crime.
Under Proposal 42, student-athletes who fail to meet
the academic criteria as underlined in Proposition 48
are ineligible to receive a scholarship.
In addition to paying for their first year at the university, the student-athlete loses a year of eligibility and is
not allowed to practice with the team.
Proposal 42, thanks in part to Georgetown Coach John
Thompson, will be given a more serious look at next
year’s NCAA Convention.
It doesn’t take a Rhodes Scholar to figure out that a
minimum score of 700 on the Scholastic Aptitude Test
along with a 2.0 grade point average is not asking for
very much.
But the SAT has not been proven to be an absolute criteria in determining whether a high school student will
succeed in a university setting.
As everyone knows, the main target group for prop. 48
and proposal 42 has been the black student-athlete. As
of 1988, 90 percent of prop. 48 victims have been
black.
Many of proposal 42’s advocates argue that collegiate
academic standards need to be raised. SJSU, which
voted in favor of 42, has the worst graduation rate of
athletes among the Bay area schools.
In light of all the scandals going on at various institu-

Irons (Oklahoma, Kentucky, and Missouri to name a
few), 42 seems more like a "image builder" than a sincere effort to raise academic standards.
Several things should be considered. The core curl!, slum requirements should be clear to all students
ijsri entering high school.
Many lower-class black students are still trying overcome the long-term economic and social setbacks inherited from past decades.
Poor neighborhoods usually have poor schools which
translates to a poor educational environment.
By taking away scholarships, the NCAA would be
denying these student-athletes the opportunity to succeed in a college environment.
I agree that there should be a level of achievement by
which a student-athlete should be judged, (all high
school students for that matter), but for the NCAA to
deny a student thcopportunity to receive higher education because of a test is a crime.
If the kid gets into school and shows that he or she
can’t maintain the desired academic requirements, then
they should not be allowed to participate in their chosen
sport.
The worst and least mentioned aspect of proposal 42 is
the widespread cheating it will cause.
Collegiate athletics is not so much a game as it is a
business. A very profitable one at that. Last year’s
NCAA tournament reportedly grossed more than S68
million and turned a $55.7 million profit.
By recruiting the top athletes, universities’ around the
country strive for the largest slice of the tournament pie.
This inevitably will lead to cheating by the student,
coaches and illegal inducements from agents. In many
cases, the school is penalized (1988 NCAA basketball
champion Kansas) or the kid goes hardship in search of
a pro contract and never gets his degree.
Is this what higher education is all about?
If the NCAA wants the student-athlete to get serious
about academics, the governing body should strongly
reconsider 42.

pursue parallel careers.
In addition to the base salary, some players receive
incentive payments based on team and individual
performance in such areas as hitting, digging and
blocking. Thus, the average salary was between
$8,000 and $9,000 said Marketing Director Jim
Dugoni.
In fact, last year, one player earned more than
$20,000 and another pulled in $18,500, Dugoni said.
However, the players openly admit this is not the
norm.
That seems to be acceptable to them, however,
since they have a motivator other than money pushing them through the season.
"Volleyball has been very good to me," the 24-yearold DeBusk said. Cook and Higgins both share the
same elation for the sport.
DeBusk and Cook were both Goldiggers in 1987,
but loaned to the Minnesota Monarchs and the
Arizona Blaze (now Portland Spikcrs) respectively,
for the 1988 season to add parity to the league. Both
exercised their loan option and returned to the
’Diggers for the 1989 season. Higgins, an all America player at SJSU, joined the team this year as
a reserve middle hitter, but has been a starter since
the second season game, Feb. 19.
DeBusk graduated from SJSU with a Human
Performance degree in 1986.
Her choice of study obviously reflects her general
love of sports. She ran track in high school and currently plays tennis and skis. But, volleyball won ner
heart.
She fondly remembers the phone call from the
Diggers’ general manager Roseanne Kuryla asking if
she would like to play professional volleyball.
According to DeBusk, it did not take much to convince her. The offer alone was enough.
DcBusk was picked as a ’territorial pick,’ which
meant she was assured a spot without having to go
through tryouts.
Although her love for the sport guided her decision
to join the then newly-formed league, she did have to
make a personal sacrifice. Her plans for a teaching
career were put on hold, at least temporarily.
"I love the sport and I thought it was going end
after college. The Golddiggers gave me another
chance," said DcBusk.
DcBusk believes she is one of the luckier players.
"My boss is also the strength trainer for our team,
so my work schedule is flexible. I don’t know how
the other girls do it," DcBusk said.
Cook has found a way by making her own sacrifices, particularly, a normal social life.
She was born in Riverside, California, and graduated from SJSU in 1987 with a degree in advertising
and has worked in the field ever since.
She coaches women’s volleyball at West Valley
College in Saratoga; practices in Mountain View;
works and trains at the Decathlon Club in Los Altos.
And, plays away games in New York, Portland, Los
Angeles, Chicago and Minnesota.
She doesn’t have a lot of time for friends, although
See GOIDDIGGERS. page 5

SJSU softball gaining momentum
By Doris Kramer
Si. SOFT8 ti I.
the !spar tans against USli. Left field,
Daily staff writer
The Spartan softball team challenges University of Nevada-Reno at
IN MI 111
COUPON
home Saturday, after shutting out
University of San Francisco in a
double-header (5-0. 5-0) on Tuesday.
Although the Spartans (6-2)
played fairly well, according to asOFF ANY I
sistant coach Rhonda Revelle. USF
( - 10) isn’t the caliber of team SJSU
16" PIZZA
will face in Big West Conference
play.
"We expected to win. ReveIle
said. "However, it’s still nice to get
OFF ANY 1
a shut out.
SJSU must not take any team
"
12" PIZZA I
NOT GOOD WITH
lightly, regardless of a team’s rankANY OTHER OFFER
ing, she said.
"We must play every game as if
EXP. 3-23-89
our season depends upon It. ’Res elk
said ."Because it does.
First baseman. Angela Loalagi.
had iv, o triples and scored Mice for
16mmesnimmnnummmmmaiwommll
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SALE

ESPRIT COLLECTION
STRENGTH THROUGH DIVERSITY

Judge Ladons-Cordell
Star hawk
Lushiah Tiesch

WOMEN’S WEEK 1989
March 6-10 at the Student Union
Organized by Women’s Resource Center
Funded by Associated Students

LUXURIOUS SILKS
ESPRIT SHOES
PARIS BLUES

WEDNESDAY, MARCH 8

INTERNATIONAL WOMEN’S HISTORY DAY

MUCH MORE!
9:30am-11:00am
11:00am-12:00pm
12:00pm-11)Opm
1:00pm-2:30pm
2:30pm-4:00pm
4:00pm-5:30pm

Global Feminism Panel/Discussion featuring Rhena Ghai, Lucia Chiavola
Birnbaum & Alma Garcia. Almaden Rm.
Inger Sagatun Talk on "The History of Women’s Employment" Costanoan Rm.
Betsy Rose, Feminist musician (Entertainment) Amphitheatre. Co-sponsor
SISTERSPIRIT.
Lusiah Tiesch-Priestess, Presentation & Ritual. Almaden Rm.
"War is a Woman’s Issue" Presentation by Women’s Action for Nuclear
Disarmament. Costanoan Rm.
Lillian Rubin "Friendship in the Second Half of Life" Ballroom. Sponsored by
The Women In The Second Half Of Life Lecture Series.

For More Information Call 924-6500

TWO DAYS ONLY!
Saturday & Sunday
March 4&5
11-5 pm
)r

II

V

Holiday Inn
1355 N. 4th St.
San Jose
(805) 642-2998 info.
Cash & Check
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Golddiggers
Local talent

From page 4
she loves to entertain, especially when it comes to
one of her favorite hobbies, cooking. Which may, or
may not have anything to do with her nickname
"Cookie." Cook said she has no idea why they call
her that.
However, she did find time during her busy college
schedule to make time for one particular friend.
"When I was chosen to play for the Golddiggers,
my friend Greg was so excited. He was so happy for
me," Cook said.
"He was playing football for San Jose State at the
time. I told him he could do it, too. And, he did."
The Greg she referred to is none other than Greg
Cox who plays safety for the World Champion San
Francisco 49ers.
"We call each other ’Co-Pro’ now," said Cook, who
gladly gives the origin of that nickname.
Cook is friendly, but a bit shy in person. But, Cook
is quite aggressive on the court.
The 24 -year-old was also an All -America at SJSU.
"Christa is an inspiration. A real fire-plug," said
Dugoni who helps promote the team.
She is tied for second place on the team with 36

Softball
[’rout page 4
Jane Meneses also hit well, scoring
in the first game and contributing of
SJSU’s 12 hits in the second game.
Pinch hitter Paula Lewis slammed
a two-run homer in the seventh inning game one to finish off the

(77

digs and fourth in block assists with seven.
All this with a back injury she incurred her first
season with the Golddiggers, for which she must
undergo continual therapy.
Cook’s teammate might need her own therapy after
this season.
Barbara Jane Higgins is a volleyball player, teacher
and a juggler.
She teaches children and juggles time.
Higgins works into her schedule time for classes,
tutoring and volleyball.
She is currently working on a teaching credential
for elementary education. Although, she has not yet
been accepted to SJSU’s program, she is enrolled in
classes that will satisfy the graduation requirements.
Higgins tutors kindergartners through fifth graders
in math and spelling at Selma Olinder Elementary
School in San Jose. She also teaches physical education at St. Martin’s Catholic Elementary School in
San Jose part-time.
How does she do it? With love, Higgins said.
"I love volleyball. I love kids."
It is hard to decipher from Higgins which she loves
more.
In fact, each one of the three women love the dual lives of a professional volleyball player.
They feel they can survive in both the sport and
business world as long as they need to. Cook sums it
up best.
"I wouldn’t give up one for the other. I love them
both."

Dons.
The biggest problem plaguing the
Spartans is injuries hampering key
players. Shortstop Tiffany Cornelius
has missed six games with a knee injury. Against USF, third baseman
Kelli Moulden incurred a back injury
and may miss this weekend’s series.
"The key to our having a success-
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ful season is to keep healthy." Revelle said.
Saturday’s game will feature
Youth Day. All youth players, such
as the Bobby Sox, are invited to
watch the Spartans play for free.
SJSU’s first conference game will
be on Mar. 10, when they travel to
Long Beach to play the 49ers.
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Proposition
/
rage /
duector
Ed f: aroll, director of athletics at
CSIll-Fullerton, had a different opinion
"We’re more concerned with student :icily ity after entrance," he
said
Cal State Fullerton voted against
hop 42. but voted in favor of a
imposition that would require a
gi eater number ot academic units to
Ire completed each semester after admission.
The SAT and ACT are not designed to be an absolute critenon,"
Carroll said. "We tee that penalizing student athletes strictly because
I It a lest ’,Cole
mproper.
"I think it comes down to politics

AIDS
/-

/541,1

/

The group, once trained, will go
out into the college community and
educate their peers through various
means. inc luding group discussions.
Motayar said there will also be a
peer counseling office in Student
Health Set s ices She said she has al\ lct. coed issir requests for the
\ Ills education from fraternity and
c.t,lence hall leaders.

and image. and not what is really
going on," he said.
Fred Moreno, director of public
affairs for the College Board, said
the board appreciates efforts to improve academic standards, but it
does not condone the use of test
scores as an absolute criterion for
achieving improvement.
The board, which controls SAT
testing, offered to work in conjunction with the NCAA to devise better
ways of evaluating student potential,
Moreno said.
Whitcomb agreed that the use of
test scores under Prop. 42 is a questionable mechanism for academic reform, but stressed the need for
tougher standards.
Originally.
Whitcomb
voted
against Prop. 42 because it conflicted with Prop. 43. which was designed to give back the year of lost

eligibility to partial qualifiers who of the University of California at
meet certain academic requirements Santa Barbara. "It just doesn’t make
after their fourth year of college sense. Prop. 43 makes sense."
study.
The proposition faded due to senNeither proposition passed on the timent that Prop. 48 should be left
first vote. but Prop. 42 received alone, Morrison said. Contrary to

’I think it comes down to politics and
image.’
Ed Carol!,
director of athletics at CSU-Fullerton
enough support to be reconsidered
the next day. Since Prop. 43 was out
of the running. Whitcomb reversed
his vote on Prop. 42.
"The hypocrisy of voting (Prop.
43) down still appalls me today."
said Stan Morrison, athletic director

that sentiment. Prop. 42, which is
essentially a toughening of Prop. 48.
was approved.
The test score requirement of
Prop. 42 is discriminatory against
persons who have not had the opportunity for a quality high school edu-

Feuds

Na ure of the beast

"There is not enough cohesiveness provided in AIDS education,"
Kirtland said. "SHAC wants to proMe something that is a continuous

The group will go
out into the college
community and
educate their peers
through various
means.
0 ’lamination w hitch is read and peers who are
Is
a% ailable (to talk with students)."
Oscar Battle, SHAC advisor and
SJSI! health educator, said the
students Ila%e received formal training thiongli difterent workshops and
health coin ses But this weekend’s
training M. ill help make the group
ii tie credible, he said.
all

It is group training to ensure evei sone has the same frame of referent in addressing various AIDS is sits. ’ he said
I lie training is a great opportuiiii . said Maria Joshue. a member
it 511 NC. and SJSU "needs more
!taming iind more education on pre.
kention iii other areas besides AIDS.
hut this is a great start.
.1 he naming was made possible
funds piosided by Student Health
SCI%ICe, and additional matching
wink t roni A.S.. according to Mo
1.1 .11

Rain

David Pipkins Daily staff photographer

ngelique Sumbermeyer, a junior majoring in
fine arts, puts the finishing touches on her clay

creation of an unnamed, imaginary prehistoric
beast.

Cranston criticizes past defense heads
WASHINGTON

i AP/

Sell.

Alan Cranston said Thursday that
there have been two instances in the
past in which defense secretaries decided not to carry out a presidential
order because they "felt that the
president had had a bit too much to

meeting with reporters in which he
drink."
The California Democrat did not discussed John Tower’s troubled
identify the occasions, except to say nomination to become defense secrethey had occurred under different tary.
secretaries and different presidents.
Tower has been buffeted by quesThe Senate Democratic whip
made his comments at a breakfast tions about his drinking habits.

"I don’t think anyone else (here)
has a perfect record of consistency."
I. rum ih4mg /
Phillips told Buerger.
said. He said the charges were made
In an interview after the meeting.
against the RfiAll. party rather than a Phillips complained that Buerger apspecific candidate.
pears to he too concerned with small
When McCarthy completed his items.
statements, Beckie Six, an indepen"I w ish he’d show more interest
dent and director of community af- in the issues... she said.
fairs. asked McCarthy if he was refBuerger could not he reached for
erring to any candidate sitting on the comment Wednesday.
board.
She cut off Six because her quesBut A.S. Vice President Patricia tions had a "hostile tone,’ Phillips
Phillips, a REAL member who said. Kimisse was allowed to comchaired the meeting. ruled Six’s ment because her words have a
question inappropriate and said she ’calming’ effect. Phillips said.
wanted to stop all discussion of the
"You can see all the biases and
election.
where the real loyalties lie." Six
Phillips then recognized Leigh noted.
Kirmsse, director of California state
Independent Controller Mark Muaffairs and a REAL ally of the chair, rillo has often complained he is not
who was allowed to speak on the recognized at meetings because
election issue.
REAL party members who dominate
Six protested, claiming Phillips the hoard don’t want to hear what he
should either cut off discussion of has to say.
the elections or let non -REAL memREAL party members have denied
bers speak.
this charge.
Kimisse was interrupted by Dan
The clash came at the end of a
Buerger. SJSU President Gail Ful- meeting which, up to that time, was
lerton’s assistant and a member of free of political infighting.
the board, who demanded that PhilIn fact, both A.S. presidential
lips stop all discussion of the elec- candidates. Scott Santandrea and
Jennifer Jo Kessler, together intro"I’m asking you to rule with con- duced and seconded two motions
sistency . Buerger told Phillips.
during the meeting.

Critics Rave on
Current Tour:
"A fabulous show with breathtaking beauty and showmanship"
New York Times
lbe dancers slay you with vitality, with technique to burn.
ensemble precision, with kaleadosc oink. patterns
Los Angeles Timm
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\ Ian has pondered the question ot
making saltwater usable since pre al times Desalinization is cur cm’ \ hemp employed in the desert
outlines ot Israel and Saudi Arabia.
Ii’ Santa Clara Valley’s predicament hasn’t reached that level yet.
-.aid Row ntree.
’Nature has dry spells. society
said Rowntree,
ii.is droughts.’
meaning that the Earth always recov..1 tiom lack of fresh water, while
11.111 doesn’t.
the future. the Ray Area’s
11 Is summed up best by Clark.
Mire it rains hard in
I ci
st

DEAL!
$
99
INTERNATIONAL STUDENT
AIRFARES
DOMESTIC AIRFARES
LANGUAGE PROGRAMS
WORK ABROAD PRIHIRAMS

RI
San Diego
Honolulu
Cancun
Guatemala
Amsterdam
Frankfurt
Paris
Tokyo
Hong Kong
Sydney

cation, Morrison said. A lot of scores. If student athletes meet the
young people who have proven 2.0 (;PA requirement, their chances
themselves academically competent of not meeting the test score requireat the college level would not have ment are lll i ll
he said.
received their athletic scholarships
"The test score is so low anyway
under Prop. 42 guidelines, he said.
that it is almost a moot question,"
Bill Berry, SJSU basketball McCullough said.
coach, held a similar opinion.
Sonic schools use lower entrance
"Without the scholarship, most of requirements as a means for discrirrithe kids could not afford to go to Mating against more academically
school," he said. "It cuts into the sound students, he said.
low economic student athlete.
Athletic scholarships are awarded
"Technically, it denies them an to students with insufficient acaopportunity for an education at the demic abilities, who are then forced
four-year level," he said. "It forces by coaches to enroll in the least dethem to go to a junior college.
manding area of study in order to
"Ideally. I think it’s the proper maintain their eligibility, he said.
The goal of the proposition is to
thing to do: practically . I think it
hurts the kids."
standardize entrance requirements
The Southeast Conference spon- arid provide an equal basis or both
sored Prop. 42. Jim McCullough, academic and athletic competition.
the conference’s associate commis"We’re playing on a level field
sioner, defended the use of the test again," McCullough said.
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Get a large cheese pizza
from Domino’s Pizza for
only $7 99! Tax not
included Additional tIerr,,
extra. One coupon per
order Not valid with any
other offer. Valid at this
location only.
Expires 3/31/89

Call Us!
298-3030

57643 E Santa Clara Si

Hours
1 tam -lam Sun -Thurs
1 lam-2am Fri & Sat
OPEN FOR LUNCH

Cans available Save on a 6 Pack of Coke.
carry less than $2000
Limited delivery area.

Fast, Free Delivery,"
298-3030
576 -BE Santa Clara St

ci12oz
Our drivers
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MEAL
DEAL!

Get a large, 2 -item pizza
and 4 Cokes from
Domino’s Pizza for only
,,n $1199! Tax not included
Additional items extra One
coupon per order Not
valid with any other offer
Valid at this location
only. Expires 3/31/89.
Fast, Free Dsllv.ryTM
298-3030
576-8 E. Santa Clara St

y

SINGLE
DEAL!
$
99

.1 L

oe

AS with io Piccr I ive ( )rchcstra
III .1 program ol
I V"
1111 itt ’,Tr)! \

(t M111,111\ itt

Get a medium, 1 -item
pizza from Domino’s Pizza
for only $5.99! Tax not
included Additional items
extra One coupon per
order Not valid with any
other offer. Valid at this
location only
Expires: 3/31/89
Fast, Free Dellverr,
298-3030
760 E Santa Clara St
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MARCH 7-8, 1989 -8 p.m.
en Flint Center for the Performing Arts c3

STARTING TODAY...
Special offer hir all students. faculty and staff

10 DISCOUNT

on any ticket based on availability upon presentation of
identification. Available at Flint Center ONLY!

